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1 According to the 2011 Household Survey by INE, the most common household size in rural Bolivia is 2 persons.

Mechanisms for
reducing deforestation

Bolivia is in the process of develop-
ing its Joint Mitigation and Adapta-
tion Mechanism for the Sustain-
able Management of Forests and
Mother Earth (Bolivia, 2012). This
Mechanism is presented as an al-
ternative to the international
REDD+ mechanism, which is also
currently under development.
However, in order to design poli-
cies and mechanisms to reduce
deforestation, it is necessary to
first understand who are doing

the deforestation and why. This
short policy brief summarizes what
we know about the drivers and ac-
tors of deforestation in Bolivia,
and the implications for policy
makers.

Forests, agriculture and
cattle ranching

Deforestation in Bolivia is caused
mainly by the expansion of the
agricultural frontier. During the
half century until 2004, a variety
of farmers in the Bolivian low-
lands deforested about 3.5 million

hectares of forest and converted
it to agriculture (Killeen et al.,
2008). The reason for the conver-
sion of forest to agriculture is
straightforward: Agricultural land
provides on average three times
larger net benefits to the owner
than forested land does (Jemio &
Andersen, 2013).

Another important driver of defor-
estation is the expansion of pas-
tures for cattle ranching. Until
2004, about half a million hectares
of forest had been converted to
pastures (Killeen et al., 2008). Un-
like agriculture, pastures are not
more valuable than forests on a
per hectare basis (Jemio & Anders-
en, 2013), but cattle ranching still
makes sense from an individual
point of view for two reasons.

The first reason is related to the
abundance of land and the scarci-
ty of labor and public infrastruc-
ture in frontier regions. A typical
rural family in Bolivia consists of a
middle aged couple (the kids and
grand kids have moved to the city
in search of education and oppor-
tunities)1. If they are poor, they
would have to work a couple of
hectares for subsistence agricul-
ture, but if they have managed to
build up some wealth during their
lifetimes, they have likely opted
for cattle ranching due to the fol-
lowing diverse benefits: 1) It is an
investment with high returns due
to natural reproduction, 2) the
cattle pretty much takes care of
itself so a middle aged couple can
manage a substantial herd (more
than 1000 heads), 3) the cattle
can walk  to the market,  even
where there are no roads, 4) in
contrast to crops, cattle can be
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during the period 1976-2004 (see
Figure 1).

This s ituation, however,  may
have changed substantially since
2004. Gandarillas (2011) argue

“harvested” and sold whenever
cash is  needed,  and 5)  catt le
ranching is considered a presti-
gious activity.

The second reason has to do with
land tenure security. Due to land
reforms aiming at a fairer distribu-
tion of land in Bolivia, land titles
can be reverted to the state if the
holder cannot demonstrate that
the property fulfills an “economic
and social function” (INRA, 2007).
The area allowed for each land-
holder under this model is based
on a formula that includes the
number of cattle and the area of
cultivated pasture. Consequently,
pasture establishment has been
driven partly by land holders pro-
tecting their holdings from rever-
sion to the state (Killeen et al.,
2008).

The actors involved in
deforestation

Killeen et al. (2008) divided the ac-
tors of deforestation into 10 dif-
ferent types, none of which are
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Figure 1:   Actors of deforestation in Bolivia until 2004.

dominant by themselves. Howev-
er, Andean Indigenous Colonists,
Agro Industrialists, Cruceño Farm-
ers and Intensive Cattle Ranchers
have consistently been among
the top actors of deforestation
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Rather than asking what
is driving deforestation,
perhaps we should ask
what is keeping it back?

that more than 70 percent of soy
bean production in Bolivia is now
in the hands of foreigners. This
would make sense. Rural land
prices in neighboring Brazil and
Argentina are about 10 times
higher than in Bolivia, and diesel
costs at least 3 times more, so
renting land in Bolivia for soy pro-
duction is extremely attractive
for foreigners, or anybody else
with money to invest.

Why is there still so
much forest left in
Bolivia?

Despite the strong economic in-
centives to clear forest in Bolivia,
about half the territory is still
covered in forest. Rather than
asking what is driving deforesta-
tion, perhaps we should ask what
is keeping it back?

First of all, it is important to real-
ize that the 3 to 1 balance in fa-
vor of agriculture is a national av-
erage (Jemio & Andersen, 2013),
but that this balance differs from
place  to  p lace  due to  a  large
number of factors, such as dis-
tance to markets, soil quality,
slope and population density
(Andersen et  a l . ,  2012) .  This
means that in some places agri-

culture is ten times more profit-
able than forest activities, while
in other areas keeping the forest
s tand ing  makes  more  sense .

In addition, many landowners are
extremely capital and labor con-
strained, so even if they could
theoretically earn a lot of money
by clearing their forest and en-
gaging in large-scale agriculture,
they simply don't have the money
to do so and neither do they have
access to credit. This is one of the
reasons why foreigners  have
come to dominate soy bean pro-
duction in Bol iv ia -  they have
more money and better access to
credit.  It  also explains why so
many Bolivian land owners prefer
to clear land and rent it to foreign-
ers: The income from selling the
timber on the land is just enough
to pay the expense of clearing, so
the rent income is a pure windfall
profit with no need to provide nei-
ther capital nor labor.

Third, Bolivia has more than 12

million hectares of forest within
protected areas, and accumulated
deforestation within these areas
is less than 2 percent (Bolivia,
2012,  Annex 2).  This  is  not so
much due to the effectiveness of
protected area enforcement ca-
pacity in Bolivia as it is due to re-
moteness, lack of public infra-
structure and very low population
densities.

Rural land prices in
neighboring Brazil and

Argentina are about 10
times higher than in

Bolivia, and diesel costs
at least 3 times more,

so renting land in
Bolivia for soy

production is extremely
attractive for

foreigners.
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Policies that might
increase or decrease
deforestation rates

A n y  p o l i c y  o r  i n i t i a t i v e  t h a t
changes the balance between ag-
riculture and forest will affect de-
forestation rates, especially those
that affect actors in areas where
the difference between forest
benefits and agricultural benefits
is small.

The policies or initiatives that af-
fect deforestation rates can be
grouped into four categories.
Those that affect agricultural
profitability, either positively or
negatively; and those that affect
forest profitability, either posi-
tively or negatively (see table be-
low). All the policies listed in the
red cells will tend to increase de-
forestation as they tip the bal-
ance more in favor of agriculture.
In contrast, the policies listed in

the green cells will tend to de-
crease deforestation.

Bolivia's Joint
Mitigation and
Adaptation Mechanism

Bolivia's Joint Mitigation and Ad-
aptation Mechanism for the Sus-
tainable Management of Forests
and Mother Earth (Bolivia, 2012)
aims at  f i rst  promoting local
agreements about the types of
development desired in a given
territory, including agreements
on how the benefits should be
distributed, and then supporting
the implementation of  these
agreements through a combina-
tion of positive and negative in-
c e n t i v e s  l i s t e d  i n  t h e  g r e e n
quadrants of Table 1.

The Mechanism aims at support-
ing the kind of development that
each local community considers

best. This does not necessarily
imply a reduction in overall de-
forestation rates, because, as ar-
gued above, in most places agri-
c u l t u r e  p r o v i d e s  m o r e  f o o d
secur i ty  and h igher  incomes
than forest l ivelihoods. But it
does aim at a more rational and
planned process of deforestation
and likely involves a mosaic of
land uses that allow communi-
ties to benefit both from agricul-
tural activities and from forest
activities, thus encouraging a di-
versification of livelihoods and
an increase in resilience against
adverse shocks.

Overall deforestation rates may
be reduced if the communities in-
volved manage to limit deforesta-
tion caused by outsiders or defor-
e s t a t i o n  t h a t  i s  c o n s i d e r e d
harmful for the community as a
whole despite being privately ben-
eficial. The latter could for exam-
ple be the case in areas where de-
forestation would tend to increase
the risks of soil erosion, water
contamination, flash floods or wild
fires.

The combination of monitoring
and fines on illegal activities has
been shown to have a dramatic
effect on deforestation rates in
neighboring Brazil.  An impact
evaluation study by Assunçãoa,
Gandoura & Rocha (2013) sug-
gests that deforestation observed
from 2007 through 2011 was 75
percent smaller than it would
have  been  in  the  absence  o f
monitoring and fines.

Substantial outside financing con-
ditioned on forest protection or
regeneration-based on the argu-
ment of large, positive global ex-
ternalities from forests-may also
help tip the balance in favor of
forests .  However ,  the  funds

Table 1:  Policies that can potentially affect deforestation rates

 

Positive

Negative

Effect on agricultural profitability

• Road building
• Subsidized diesel
• Subsidized fertilizer
• High food prices
• Development of markets for

agricultural products
• Labor in-migration
• Land grants
• Agricultural credit
• Free agricultural insurance
• Elimination of foot-and-mouth 

disease
• Introduction of improved crop 

species
• Export promotion
• Foreign Direct Investment in the

agricultural sector

• Tax on deforestation
• Deforestation permits
• Fines on illegal deforestation
• Tax on agricultural production
• Tax on diesel
• Non-agricultural job 

opportunities (reduces labor 
availability for agriculture)

Effect on forest profitability

• Conservation payments (such as
COMSERBO)

• Financial support to forest 
activities

• Financial support to forest 
product certification.

• Development of markets for 
forest products and services 
(including eco-tourism)

• Road building
• Foreign Direct Investment in the

forest sector
• Protection against wild fires

• Logging regulations
• Wild fires
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needed to achieve substantial re-
ductions in deforestation rates by
this mechanism are very large - in
the order of hundreds of millions
of dollars per year (Bolivia, 2012,
Annex 2).

In general, a mix of awareness
building, monitoring, local disin-
centives and international financ-
ing is likely to be the best formula
for achieving more optimal land
uses, and this is exactly what the
Joint Mechanism is proposing.

Conclusions and
recommendations

Bolivia's Joint Mitigation and Ad-
aptation Mechanism is currently
the most serious attempt at get-
ting the rampant illegal and dis-
organized deforestation in Bolivia
under control. It is somewhat
contradicted by other forces

within the Government which
strongly promote agricultural ex-
pansion through road building,
land grants, subsidized diesel, ag-
ricultural credit and a forgiving at-
titude towards illegal deforesta-
tion. However,  the aim of the
Mechanism is to align policies in
Bolivia so as to simultaneously fa-
cilitate a substantial expansion of
agricultural production (through
increased agricultural productivity
in already cleared areas), protec-

tion of primary forests and the re-
generation of secondary forest.
This aim of resolving the contra-
diction between agriculture and
forests is also expressed by Presi-
dent Evo Morales in the Patriotic
Agenda 2025.

T h e  o f f i c i a l  a i m  i s  t o  r e d u c e
“only” illegal and unplanned de-
forestation and forest degrada-
tion (about 80 percent of all de-
forestation), while permitting

Figure 2:  Forest abundance
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rational, planned and beneficial
deforestation. A substantial re-
duction in overall deforestation
may also be achieved as a side ef-
fect, but the Bolivian Government
is understandably not ready to
commit to this objective under
the current conditions of high ru-
ral poverty, abundant forest re-
sources, high international food
prices and no international com-
pensation for forest protection.
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